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The CAOP·ECORS deep seismic survey of Ule Western Mediterranean basin has 
provided acomplete austal transed between the Golf of Lions and the western sardinia 
rifted margins. Preliminary results have revealed the prasence of a deep domain 
showing an intense crusta! thinning. The zone is characterized by the absence 01 lower 
crustal reflections beneath rhe sediments; only MOOo reflections have been observed. 
The crusta! thinning has possibly affected both the upper and lowerauSI. Nevertheless, 
the lower crusta/levels could eventually be noo reflective. or masked by artefaels. In 
the case of the Sardinian margin, Yt'hich is charaelerized by a an area 01 thinned 
continental crust, no lower crusta! or MOOo reflectors and observed beneath the slope. 

Mechanisms proposed in order to explain the presence of deep crustal and upper 
mantle rocks mayor notinvotve tangentiallectonic displacement of the crust. In the first 
case, tectonic stretching is dominantand could result in an 300% inaeasing 01 the aust 
sur1ace. One 01 the hypotheses proposed 10 explain the tectonic streching implies low 
angle detachment faulting. In the second case, outcropping of deep levels of the crust 
and upper mantle is related to the underplate ascent of mantle material resulting in in 
situ~metamorphism~. 

In the apparently different domains of the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, the elevated 
walls ("transverse ridges; 01 large fracture zones may, in some cases, represent a 
window into the loweroceanicaust and upper mantle and thus. provide the opportunity 
to study these levels in situ. A submersible study was carried out on the southern wall 
of the Vema FracaJre Zone (Mid-Atlantic Ridge 11°N) with the French submersibJa 
nautile. It made possible direct observations and sampling 01 two almost complete 
sections 01 oceanic aust and upper mantle Irom the bottom of the transform valley at 
5150 mbelow sea level to the ttest of the transverse ridge at about2100 mb.s.l.. The 
first unit, exposed 10r a vertical thickness of almost 1 km (balow 4200 m) consists 
essentialfy 01 serpentinized peridotites 0' upper mantle origin. On top of this unit, a 
gabbroid unit was observed and sample between 4200 and 3700 m. Samples of 
indurated sediments luing on the gabbros have been dated Md indicate a minimum 
age of 10 Ma, Yt'hich coJTesponds 10 the theoretical age of the aust (calculated for the 
given distance of 190 km lrom the MAA. axis, with ahalf·spreading rate of 1.2 cm/yr). ..
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This age implies that the exposure of the gabbros representing the lower crust occured 
aVer close to the Ridge-Transform Intersection. 

Furthermore, deep levels of the oceanic crust and the upper mantle rocks are also 
rather commonly exposed on the Atlantic Ocean searloor away from the transform fault 
scarps, suggesting that their emplacement may be e chared:eristic feature of slow
spreading oceans (Juteau et al., 1990). 

Understanding the processes leading to exposure of the deepest crustallevels and 
the serp8fltinizec:l mantle peridolitN, that ad in present-day slow-spreading ridges, 
gives rise to two different hypotheses which are Quite cornparebleto those statec:l in the 
case of the Western Mec:literennean Sea. The mechanisms involved in the first hypo
thesis emphasize large variations in magma supply and dominally tectonic phases of 
spreading accommodated by the Sb'eching 01 the crust along low angle normal and 
listric faulting (Karson et al., 1987). The second possibility impUes a vertical rise of a 
metamorphic front which provokes physicodlemical processes resulting in theout~ 

ping 01 the deep levels of the crust and the upper mantle. 
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The Sappes area is located 81 the border of Essimi - Kirki and Sappes - Komotini 
Ter1iary basins. The studied area is covered by volcanic rocks (tufts and Iavas) of 
indermidiate composition. Subvolcanic intrusive rocks (andesites) and plutonic rocks 
(Quartz-Monzodiorfte) are also occur in the area. The above formations are strongly 
altered as a result of tectonic - hydrothermal activity. On the basis 01 mineral assemb
lages the following alteration zones were identified: 1) Siliceous zones (Quartz ± Fe
Mn -oxides. alunfle, Au), 2) A1unite zone (aluni1e +QUartz ±/or opal C·T ±Fe-Mn oxides 
± FeS2), 3) Sandle/argillic zone (seric:i1e + kaolinite + QUartz + FeS2 ± I-S mixed layer, 
diaspore, rutile, srnec:tile, albite, jarosite), 4) Keolini1e zone (kaolinite +QUartz ±/rx opal 
CoT ± a1unite, FeS2. On the basis of mineralogical and chemical data, a first approach 
of these zones from the point of view of Industrial minerals is anemted. 
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